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Abstract. Cancer stem cells are considered to be tumor‑initiating 
cells. To explain the initiation or progression of hepatocellular 
carcinoma (HCC), we previously established a culture system 
that may enrich hepatic cancer stem‑like cells (HCSCs). 
However, the regulatory mechanisms by which HCSCs acquire 
stem cell properties remain unclear. In the present study, three 
pairs of HCSCs and case‑matched human HCC cells were 
analyzed by high‑throughput screening, and novel biomarkers 
and pathways for the regulation of HCSCs were identified. The 
results led to the identification and stratification of 406 differ‑
entially expressed genes (DEGs), among which 73 GO terms 
were found to be significantly associated with DEGs in HCSCs, 
and only complement and coagulation cascade pathways were 
identified during the development of HCSCs. By combining 
the results of the Gene Ontology and Kyoto Encyclopedia of 
Genes and Genomes analyses, it was revealed that 7 genes were 
downregulated in the complement and coagulation cascade 
pathways, and 7 miRNAs were predicted to target several 
downregulated genes involved in these pathways. The results 
may contribute toward hepatic cancer stem cell studies and 
novel drug research for HCC treatment.

Introduction

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the most common 
reported malignancy and the second leading cause of all 

cancer‑associated mortalities (1). At present, surgical inter‑
vention is considered the first option for treating patients 
with HCC. However, their prognosis remains poor due to 
recurrence, and resistance to chemotherapy and radiotherapy 
makes tumor recurrence almost inevitable (2‑5).

In attempting to explain HCC carcinogenesis, the 
theory of cancer stem cells (CSCs), also referred to as 
tumor‑initiating cells (TICs), has attracted wide attention. 
Experimental evidence supported by clinical observations 
has highlighted the importance of the association of tumor 
drug resistance‑related properties in HCC with CSCs (6‑8). In 
our previous study, a cell culture system allowing the enrich‑
ment of hepatic stem‑like cancer cells (HCSCs) from HCC 
cell lines and human primary HCC tissues was established. 
HCSCs were demonstrated to show stem cell properties, 
including the overexpression of stem cell markers, acquisition 
of epithelial‑mesenchymal transition (EMT), drug resistance, 
and increased tumor‑initiating capabilities (9).

Over the past two decades, several well‑accepted stem 
cell surface markers have been exploited in HCSCs, including 
CD133 (7), CD90 (10) and EpCAM (11). However, the 
regulatory mechanism by which HCSCs acquire the ability to 
resist drugs and be efficiently transplanted remains unclear. 
Therefore, high‑throughput transcriptomic sequencing is 
essential for better understanding the cellular characteristics 
and signaling pathways of HCSCs involved in tumor initiation 
or progression (12).

The present study developed a serum‑free cell culture 
system that allows the enrichment and expansion of 
HCSCs and maintains their stem cell properties with the 
most important characteristic of tumor initiation ability. 
The HCSCs exhibit the upregulation of CSC biomarkers, 
including CD90, the enhancement of EMT properties, 
the potential of self‑renewal and invasion, and resistance 
to chemotherapeutics. Furthermore, the tumor‑initiating 
ability of the HCSCs is significantly enhanced (9). 
Therefore, the cell culture system developed in our previous 
study confirmed the reliability of HCSCs sourced from 
HCC cell lines. Subsequent research was performed via 
small RNA high‑throughput sequencing in HCSCs, and the 
integrated miRNA and mRNA data preliminarily clarified 
the regulatory networks of HCSCs.
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In the present study, to further profile the enriched signa‑
tures in HCSCs, the high‑throughput screening of 3 pairs of 
HCSCs and case‑matched human HCC cells was performed. 
The forthcoming integrated miRNA and mRNA data will 
reveal HCSC regulatory networks according to their properties 
associated with tumor initiation and chemotherapeutic 
resistance. The present study identifies novel biomarkers and 
pathways for the regulation of HCSCs.

Materials and methods

Experimental cell lines. Human hepatoma Hep3B and Huh7 
cell lines were obtained from the American Type Culture 
Collection (Manassas, VA, USA). The MHCC97H cell line 
was gifted by Shanghai Zhongshan Hospital (Shanghai, China). 
All cell lines were maintained in DMEM with 10% FBS, 
100 IU/ml penicillin G and 100 µg/ml streptomycin at 37˚C in 
a 5% CO2 incubator. Three pairs of HCSC sublines (Huh7‑C, 
Hep3B‑C and MHCC97H‑C), which were previously demon‑
strated to show the reinforcement of stem cell properties, 
induction of drug resistance, an emergence of EMT proper‑
ties, and enhancement of tumor‑initiating capabilities (9), 
were derived from their case‑matched human HCC cells 
(Hep3B, Huh7 and MHCC97H) and cultured in serum‑free 
media with DMEM/F12 50%, Neurobasal™‑A Medium 50%, 
B‑27 Supplement Minus Vitamin A, EGF 20 µg/ml, FGF‑10 
20 µg/ml, IGF‑1 20 µg/ml, heparin 20 µg/ml, β‑ME 20 µg/ml, 
NEAA, BSA 0.25%, GlutaMAX™‑1. The study assembled all 
the aforementioned human HCC cell lines for RNA sequencing 
(RNA‑Seq; Table I).

RNA‑seq. RNA‑seq was used to profile genes differentially 
expressed in cancer stem cells and their parental cell lines, 
Hep3B, Huh7 and MHCC97H. RNA‑seq was performed 
by the Beijing Genomics Institute (BGI, Beijing, China). 
Total RNA was extracted using Eastep™ Super Total RNA 
Extraction kit (Promega Corporation, Madison, WI, USA) and 
treated with DNase I. Subsequently, mRNA from total RNA 
was enriched with oligo (dT) magnetic beads for eukaryotes, 
followed by fragmentation into ~200 bp short fragments by 
mixing with Fragmentation Reagents (Beckman Coulter, 
Inc., Danvers, MA, USA). Random hexamer priming was 
used to synthesize the first strand of cDNA; DNA poly‑
merase I, dNTPs and RNase H were used to synthesize the 
second strand; the double‑stranded cDNA was purified with 
magnetic beads; and end repair and 3'‑end single nucleotide 
A addition were performed. Next, the adapter‑modified 
fragments were enriched via PCR amplification (13). 
To monitor the quantity and quality of the DNA sample 
library, a quality control procedure was performed with an 
Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa 
Clara, CA, USA) and an ABI StepOnePlus RT‑PCR system 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). The 
captured DNA library was sequenced to a depth of 30‑fold 
coverage with the Illumina HiSeq™ 2000 Analyzer (Illumina, 
Inc., San Diego, CA, USA).

Raw sequence preprocessing. To obtain high‑quality reads for 
further analysis, data filtering was performed on the basis of 
adaptor sequences to remove low‑quality reads, which were 

defined by a percentage of unknown bases (N) >10% or the 
presence of >50% of bases with a quality value of 5 or less in 
a read. The clean reads were mapped to reference genomes 
and sequences with SOAP software (14). To exclude the effect 
of sequencing discrepancies and various gene lengths, gene 
expression levels were normalized using RPKM algorithms 
(reads per kb per million reads), making the transcripts across 
multiple samples comparable (15).

Data mining. The differentially expressed genes (DEGs) 
between the HCSCs and case‑matched hepatic cancer cells 
were analyzed by the fold‑change method (cut‑off >2 or 
cut‑off <0.5). Subsequently, genes with coherent differences 
in expression (consistently up‑ or downregulated in Huh7‑C, 
Hep3B‑C and MHCC97H‑C cells, referred to as meta‑DEGs) 
were selected, and the overlapping number of genes among the 
three cell line datasets was calculated using the Venny tool 
and illustrated in a Venn diagram. Hierarchical gene clustering 
was conducted using Cluster 3.0 software (16). The Euclidean 
distance similarity metric and the average linkage clustering 
method were used to measure gene patterns. TreeView X 
version 0.5.1 software (Slashdot Media, San Diego, CA, USA) 
was used to generate the clustering map.

Enrichment analysis was performed to study the functions 
and mechanisms of the DEGs. The OntoExpression tool was 
used to identify significantly enriched gene functions in the 
Gene Ontology (GO) database (http://geneontology.org/). 
Fisher's exact test was used for GO analysis. Gene Ontology 
functional classification was performed using WEGO soft‑
ware (17) to classify GO functions for DEGs. To identify the 
known pathways with significant enrichment with DEGs in 
HCSCs, pathway enrichment analysis was performed using 
Pathway‑Express software in the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes 
and Genomes (KEGG) database (18). A hypergeometric test 
for the statistical scenario was used to screen GO terms or 
pathways that were significantly enriched in DEGs compared 
with the genomic background. The candidate GO terms or 
pathways with corrected P‑values of <0.05 were considered to 
be significantly enriched.

miRNA target prediction. To analyze the interaction between 
miRNAs and genes, the results from 6 existing miRNA‑target 
prediction programs including DIANA‑microTv4.0 (19), 
miRanda‑rel2010 (20), miRDB4.0 (21), miRWalk2.0 (22), 

Table I. Details of datasets from HCSCs and case‑matched 
cells for RNA sequencing.

Data Cells Total reads Normalized

RNA Hep3B‑C 5762058 RPKM
 Huh7‑C 5886142 
 MHCC97H‑C  
 Hep3B 6116344 
 Huh7 5998659 
 MHCC97H  

HCSCs, hepatic cancer stem‑like cells.
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RNAhybrid2.1 (23), PicTar4 (24), PITA (25), RNA22v2 (26) 
and Targetscan6.2 (27), were compared. Candidate paired 
miRNAs and DEGs with at least five sources were considered 
for further analysis.

miRNA expression detection. The differential expression of 
miRNAs in cancer stem cells and their parental cell lines was 
detected by RT‑qPCR (reverse transcription‑quantitative poly‑
merase chain reaction) using Eastep™ RT Master Mix (5X) 
(Promega, Madison, WI, USA).

Experimental validation. Perl scripts were run to conduct 
text‑mining searches in the Entrez PubMed database.

Statistical analysis. Statistical analyses were performed 
using GraphPad Prism5 and R software version 3.2.1 
(http://www.r‑project.org/). Data are presented as the 
mean ± standard deviation of the mean from at least three 
independent experiments. Statistically significant differences 
were calculated using Student's t‑test and Kaplan‑Meier 

survival analyses. Fisher's exact test was used to analyze the 
mRNA expression levels in hepatocellular carcinoma cells 
and corresponding hepatocellular carcinoma stem‑like cells. 
*P<0.05; **P<0.01; ***P<0.001.

Results

Data and primary analysis. A data preprocessing procedure 
was performed for all samples to obtain high‑quality reads, 
which demonstrated the classification of raw reads (Fig. 1). The 
proportion of clean reads was >97.9% of the total reads in all 
the detected samples, indicating the existence of high‑quality 
sequences following data filtering, upon which all subsequent 
analyses were based. Venn analysis with domestic code was 
applied to the three differentially expressed gene sets (DEGs 
according to the criteria: Of log2FC>1 or <‑1), and 1,012 DEGs 
were extracted from sphere‑forming cells compared with the 
parental cells. Among these 1,012 DEGs satisfying the crite‑
rion of a fold‑change of >2 or <0.5, 406 DEGs overlapped with 
the consistent expression patterns among the three cell lines, 

Figure 1. Classification of raw reads in six samples. Quality assessment was performed to demonstrate the composition of raw reads in Hep3B, Huh7, 
MHCC97‑H, Hep3B‑C, Huh7‑C and MHCC97‑H‑C samples. For example, Only Adaptor (N, M%) means that the number of reads containing adaptors is N, 
and the proportion is M% of the total reads.
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including 90 DEGs that were upregulated and 316 DEGs that 
were downregulated in all three cell‑lines (Fig. 2A). Similar 
expression patterns and functional correlations of these DEGs 
were also displayed (Fig. 2B).

GO functional classification and distribution of DEGs. 
To investigate the underlying mechanisms of the HCSCs, 
406 DEGs were retrieved and their associations with HCSCs 
were investigated through analyzing GO and pathway enrich‑
ment. The WEGO tool was used to visualize the GO terms 
in molecular function, cellular component and biological 
process categories, which revealed the GO functional classifi‑
cation and distribution for the 406 DEGs (Fig. 3). The 7 most 

highly enriched terms for each level are indicated with blue 
color (corrected P‑value <0.05), and 39, 8, and 26 GO terms 
were significantly enriched in the molecular function, cellular 
component and biological process categories, respectively, 
with corrected P‑values of <0.05 (Tables SI‑III).

KEGG pathways enriched with DEGs. There were 53 pathways 
enriched with DEGs, including the complement and coagula‑
tion cascade pathway, the peroxisome proliferator‑activated 
receptor (PPAR) signaling pathway, the extracellular matrix 
(ECM)‑receptor interaction pathway, and the transforming 
growth factor (TGF)‑beta signaling pathway. However, 
only the complement and coagulation cascade pathways 

Figure 2. DEGs and their clustering map in 3 pairs of cell samples. (A) The identified DEGs are shown in a Venn diagram. In total, 406 DEGs overlapped in 
the 3 hepatic cancer stem‑like cell lines compared with case‑matched human hepatocellular carcinoma cells, among which 90 DEGs were upregulated and 316 
were downregulated. (B) The clustering map shows all 406 significant DEGs identified in sphere‑forming cells and their parental cells. Each column represents 
an experimental condition (e.g. Hep3B‑C vs. Hep3B), and each row represents a gene. Expression differences are shown in different colors. Red corresponds 
to upregulation and green indicates downregulation. DEGs, differentially expressed genes.
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reached statistical significance according to Pathway‑Express 
(corrected P‑value=0.0330, P‑value=0.0006; Table II). It was 
also found that the DEGs were enriched in ECM‑receptor 
interaction, the PPAR signaling pathway and the TGF‑α 
signaling pathway associated with signaling transduction, 
although none of the corresponding corrected P‑values reached 
statistical significance, as calculated by false discovery rate 
(FDR) correction.

Functional analysis of complement‑related DEGs. As 
expected, several DEGs were also enriched in the GO term 
of complement activation, with a corrected P‑value of 0.0260 
(Fig. 4A). The scatterplots comparing the deviation of DEGs 
between HCSC samples and case‑matched hepatic cancer cell 
samples are shown, in which 7 complement‑related DEGs 
including complement component 1s (C1S), complement 
component 1r (C1R), complement factor I (CFI), C3, serpin 
family A member 5 (SERPINA5), serpin family G member 1 
(SERPING1) and kininogen 1 (KNG1), are indicated with blue 
dots (Fig. 4B). Clustering analysis was also integrated to obtain 
the expression patterns of 7 DEGs involved in complement 
activation (Fig. 4C).

Prediction of miRNA target networks involving comple‑
ment‑related DEGs. The associations between the enriched 
pathways were investigated via text mining searches in NCBI 
PubMed. Notably, the complement and coagulation cascade 
pathways were found to be implicated in the development 
of HCSCs, which has been investigated previously in HCC. 
However, the downregulation of these pathways has not been 
described in HCSCs. In our previous study (9), the analysis of 
miRNAs and target genes was integrated to study the molecular 

signatures and regulatory mechanisms in HCSCs. Through 
network analysis, miRNA target networks were constructed. 
In the present study, twenty miRNAs were predicted to be 
candidates involved in complement activation (Table III). 
Among these miRNAs, 7 (4 up‑ and 3 downregulation) had 
previously been shown to be differentially expressed by 
miRNA high‑throughput sequencing. It was predicted that 
hsa‑miR‑186 and hsa‑miR‑187 may regulate C1S, hsa‑miR‑197 
may interact with CFI, and SERPINA5 was targeted by 
hsa‑miR‑183, hsa‑miR‑450b and hsa‑miR‑532 (Fig. 5).

Discussion

To clarify the carcinogenic mechanisms of HCC to investigate 
effective strategies to treat HCC, our previous studies 
provided evidence of the establishment of a cell culture system 
that allowed the culture and amplification of HCSCs (9). 
Subsequently, a large‑scale investigation was performed 
encompassing whole‑genome transcriptomic profiling, 
analysis for pathways, gene ontologies and miRNA‑target 
interaction predictions to investigate, not only the gene expres‑
sion alteration of HCSCs, but also the signaling pathways 
involving these DEGs as well as the potential roles of HCSCs.

A total of 406 significantly DEGs were identified and 
stratified according to the selected criteria. An enrichment 
analysis was performed using the publicly available GO and 
KEGG datasets to investigate HCSC regulatory mechanisms. 
Seventy‑three GO terms were found to be significantly asso‑
ciated with genes that were up‑ or downregulated in HCSCs 
(corrected P‑value <0.05). Next, the enrichment of DEGs were 
searched for in pathways through Pathway‑Express analysis. 
Only complement and coagulation cascade pathways were 

Figure 3. Gene ontology annotations for the DEGs of the predicted hepatic cancer stem‑like cell biomarkers. The identified 406 DEGs were retrieved and 
annotated with WEGO software in three Gene Ontology domains: Molecular function, biological process and cellular component. The 7 most highly enriched 
terms for each domain are indicated in blue. DEGs, differentially expressed genes.
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identified as significantly enriched pathways (corrected P‑value 
<0.05). Gene expression studies have previously implicated 
these pathways in HCC (28‑30). These results revealed the 
upregulation of the complement and coagulation cascade path‑
ways in HCC cases versus patients with liver cirrhosis. Recently, 
the upregulated expression of mCRPs (membrane‑bound 
complement restriction proteins) was reported to sequester 
cancer cells from complement‑dependent cytotoxicity and 
enhance the survival ability of cancer cells in head and neck 
cancer (31). However, the downregulation of complement and 
coagulation cascade pathways has not been described previ‑
ously in HCSCs. By combining the results from the GO and 

KEGG analyses, 7 genes were found to be downregulated in 
the complement and coagulation cascade pathways (C1S, C1R, 
CFI, C3, SERPINA5, SERPING1 and KNG1). These genes 
were previously confirmed to serve an important role in cancer. 
For example, CFI is overexpressed in cutaneous squamous cell 
carcinoma progression (32) and is upregulated in breast cancer 
and involved in poor clinical outcomes (33). CFI is a potential 
suppressive protein in gastric cancer (34), and both CFI and 
KNG1 show differential expression compared with their levels 
in HBV‑infected and healthy controls, which suggests that there 
is a possible association between these genes and HCC progres‑
sion (35). Additionally, SERPINA5 serves an important role in 

Figure 4. Functional analysis of complement‑related DEGs (differentially expressed genes). (A) The term subordination relationship of immune system process 
in GO (gene ontology) analysis. The subordination relationships of the GO terms are reflected by their positions in the figure. Corrected P‑values are indicated 
in the figure. (B) Scatter plots of global gene expression patterns and 7 DEGs. The scatter plots describe global gene expression patterns between hepatic cancer 
stem cells and human hepatocellular carcinoma samples. Red, grey and green represent gene expression showing upregulated, equivalent‑ and downregulated 
levels. The positions of C1S, C1R, CFI, C3, SERPINA5, SERPING1 and KNG1 are indicated with blue dots. (C) Two‑way hierarchical clustering showing 
the 7 complement activation‑related genes. C1S, complement component 1s; CR1, complement component 1r; CFI, complement factor I; SERPINA5, serpin 
family A member 5; SERPING1, serpin family G member 1; KNG1, kininogen 1.

Table II. Significantly enriched Kyoto Encyclopedia and Genes and Genomes pathways.

Pathway name Input Reference P‑value Corrected P‑value

Complement and coagulation cascades 7 62 0.000617 0.032717195
ECM‑receptor interaction 7 77 0.002234 0.059193855
PPAR signaling 5 63 0.016303 0.28801761
TGF‑beta signaling 5 82 0.044279 0.586702115

P<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference, using Fisher's exact test. ECM, extracellular matrix; PPAR, peroxisome 
proliferator‑activated receptor; TGF, transforming growth factor.
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the regulation of HCC migratory and metastatic potentials (36). 
Our RNA‑seq results demonstrated that the expression of C1S, 
C1R, CFI, C3, SERPINA5, SERPING1 and KNG1 was signifi‑
cantly different between carcinoma stem‑like cells and tumor 
cells. All the results are presented in Table SIV.

The miRNA‑mRNA network constructed in the present 
study consisted of 7 complement activation related genes and 
their computationally predicted associated miRNAs. The 
data resources of the predictive computation databases were 
derived from the comparison of binding sites in 12 existing 
miRNA‑target predictive programs. Seven miRNAs were 
predicted to target several downregulated genes involved in the 
complement activation pathway. C1S was demonstrated to bind 
the putative binding sites for hsa‑miR‑186 and hsa‑miR‑187, 
and hsa‑miR‑197 was found to bind the 3'‑UTR of CFI. 
Similarly, SERPINA5 was identified to contain binding sites 
for several miRNAs, including hsa‑miR‑183, hsa‑miR‑450b 
and hsa‑miR‑532.

The expression of miR‑338 and miR‑450b in Hep3B, 
Hep3B‑C, Huh7 and Huh7‑C cells was detected by reverse 
transcription‑quantitative polymerase chain reaction. The 
results showed that the expression of miR‑338 and miR‑450b 
was significantly increased in HCSCs (Fig. S1). Notably, 
hsa‑miR‑450b‑5p was also identified in our previous study, 
which was predicted to participate in HCSC invasion‑ 
related pathways. The mitogen‑activated protein kinase 
(MAPK)/extracellular signal‑regulated kinase (ERK) 
signaling pathway was enriched with several target genes 
of hsa‑miR‑450b‑5p. A recent study involving a pluripotent 
stem cell model revealed the essential role of miR‑450b‑5p 
in embryonic corneal lineage specification (37). However, the 
regulation of miR‑450b‑5p as a molecular switch of SERPINA5 
involved in the complement and coagulation cascade pathways 
has not yet been investigated.

In conclusion, the present analysis, together with mRNA 
and miRNA high‑throughput sequencing data, revealed novel 
distinctive signatures of HCSCs. The complement and coagula‑
tion cascade pathways were identified during the development 
of HCSCs, which may contribute toward hepatic cancer stem 
cell studies and the identification of new drugs for the treatment 
of HCC. However, this study only performed RNA‑seq on three 
hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines, and no study was conducted 
on fresh HCC tissue samples. The conclusions of the present 
study need to be further confirmed by a broader investigation.
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